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KANSAS CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION April 2017 

Bill Bullard Speaks at KCA Regional Meeting in Corning, Kansas 
Members of the Kansas Cattlemen's Association (KCA) supporting GIPSA rules, aggressively enforcing antitrust 
and others from the agriculture community came together laws, and restricting packer ownership of cattle. 
in Corning, Kansas during a regional meeting on March 
23, 2017. Tyler Dupy, KCA Executive Director, provided a 
presentation clarifying differences between KCA and oth
er cattlemen's organizations. Guest speaker, Bill Bullard, 
R-Calf USA CEO, discussed R-CALF USA's four priorities
of the Trump Administration. A free USA Beef dinner was
also served.

Dupy spoke of the importance of understanding the differ
ence between the "Beef Industry" and the "Cattle Produc
tion Industry." "The term "Beef Industry" is a term broadly 
used to define beef as a processed commodity, but the 

term, in essence, attempts to consolidate the interests of 
multiple industries: cattle production, manufacturing, re
tail, and distribution all into one. The needs and interests 
of a rural Kansas rancher are far different than those of a 
packer executive," Dupy stated. 

Dupy touched on the fact that KCA answers to no busi
ness or outside entity. "Lacking affiliation with any packer, 
corporation, or outside entity, KCA is only responsible to 
the policy set by our producing members," Dupy affirmed. 
"This is critical to ensuring that our focus is directed to
ward the betterment of independent cattle producers, and 
not to those of big packers and other special interests." 

Bullard spoke of the top four priorities for the Trump Ad
ministration R-Calf USA views as critical for cattle pro
ducers: reinstating Country of Origin Labeling (COOL), 

When analyzing cattle prices up to and through the imple
mentation of COOL, prices of fat cattle and feeders rose 
gradually and then somewhat dramatically from October 
2008 up until October 2014. A price fallout began after 
the WTO found in favor of Canada and Mexico for dam
ages as a result of COOL. Further distractions added by 
various congressional members and organizations target
ed and successfully destroyed COOL without any merit. 
Prices began to collapse, further declining after congres
sional action was taken to repeal COOL. Bullard argued 
that COOL significantly benefited cattle producers, and he 

called for the immediate restoration of COOL as law that 
reserves the USA Label for only beef that is born, raised, 
and slaughtered in the U.S. 

The second priority Bullard discussed was the enforce
ment of the Packers and Stockyards Act of 1921. This 
96-year-old bill prohibits unfair, unjustly discriminatory
or deceptive practices; granting undue or unreasonable
preferences or advantages; and does not require a show
ing of competitive injury. The big 4 packers must be regu
lated in order to preserve competition.

The third priority was to bring about enforcement and 
prosecution of antitrust violations. Unchecked mergers, 
acquisitions, territory apportionment, collusion, and price 
manipulation have led to a lack of competition and expo
nential growth in packer margins. Continued on Page 9 
























